Elevate Your CDP
Score to New Heights

How can Schneider Electric help you get the most out of CDP reporting?
With pressure from internal and external stakeholders, obtaining the highest possible CDP score is critical to all organizations.
As a global CDP Gold Consultancy Partner, Schneider Electric has the experience and expertise to help you organization get
the most out of CDP reporting. Our CDP clients continue to see improvement in their year-over-year scoring and are frequently
listed on the Climate Disclosure Leadership Index. We offer three levels of CDP support: Fully Managed, Supported Review, and
Response Check.

Fully Managed
For organizations that need help from the start, that have never drafted a response, or want help drafting a new annual response,
Schneider Electric can provide a turnkey CDP service. We will help you go from a blank slate to a completed response. We
can manage every component of the process from synthesizing sections on strategy, risks and opportunities, and compiling
quantitative emissions and energy figures. Schneider Electric will work with your organization to moderate focused internal
discussions to elicit the necessary responses the CDP is seeking, help you to aggregate complex emissions data, and even
manage final details around specific language and phrasing.
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major steel producer

Supported Review
For CDP participants whom have already completed draft responses, Schneider Electric can provide both qualitative and
quantitative feedback. As a CDP Gold Consultancy Partner, we have experience to help provide a helping hand and guide clients
over the finish line before submitting their CDP response.
In 2015, more than 89% of our Fully Managed and Supported Review clients obtained a CDP
score of 90+. Several clients saw double digit percentage increases, including:
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increase by a real
estate investment trust

20%

increase by a large
regional bank

Response Check
Response Check is a high level “checking” service for CDP responding companies that have already completed their response.
Prior to final submission to CDP, an external check will be performed to ensure the response is as complete as possible. Per CDP
guidance, response checks do not provide advice on qualitative components of the response.
In 2015, our Response Check clients scored some rather impressive improvements, including:

10+

point increase for a paper
producer, exporter, and
recycler

94+

each response check
client scored or above

Walking the Walk
Sustainability is at the core of our business at Schneider Electric. When it comes to
sustainability reporting, we utilize our internal expertise and services to provide our
company with the same level of service provided to our clients. As a result, we are
frequently recognized for sustainability leadership. For example, Schneider Electric has
been recognized by CDP as a world leader for its corporate action and transparency on
climate change. Our company remains among the best climate performers in the Climate “A”
List by CDP for the 5th year in a row and is also listed on the Disclosure Index with a score
of 100/100.

Schneider Electric’s
2015 CDP Results
• 100 Point Perfect Score
• Named to Climate “A”
List – 5th year in a row
• Named to Climate
Disclosure Leadership
Index

2016 CDP Reporting Deadlines
Cities – April
Investor – June

Forests – June
Water – June

Supply Chain – July

As a CDP Global Consultancy Partner, Schneider Electric can help you get the most out of CDP reporting.
Contact us at: Sustainability@ems.schneider-electric.com

www.schneider-electric.com/ess

